
Energy
10.2 Kinetic Energy and Gravitational Potential Energy

10.3 A Closer Look at Gravitational Potential Energy
1. On the axes below, draw graphs of the kinetic energy of

a. A 1000 kg car that uniformly accelerates from 0 to 20 rnls in 20 s.

b. A 1000 kg car moving at20 mls that brakes to a halt with uniform deceleration in 20 s,

c. A 1000 kg car that drives once around a 130-m-diameter circle at a speed of 20 mls.

Calculate K at several times, plot the points, and draw a smooth curve between them.
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Below we see a I kg object that is initially I m above the ground and rises to a height of 2 m. Anjay,
Brittany, and Carlos each measure its position, but each of them uses a different coordinate system. Fill
in the table to show the initial and final gravitational potential energies and AU as measured by our
three aspiring scientists.

Anjay Blittany Carlos

ui uf AU

Anjay i,8 T t1.61 +1.8J
Brittanv 0 9,9 T +1.87
Carlos -1.tr 0 l1.8-J

so '1o* r'r*St iincrrnsc th. hcigh* \ o.
f**s,a ef 11

*he gravilo,lio^.1 go*",*t"l cncrgy dgo".Js u",ly on

ffi - slartsherew

3. A roller coaster car rolls down a frictionless track, reaclring speed v1 at the bottom.

a. If you want the car to go twice as fast at the bottom, by what factor must you increase the height of
the track?

ui'K+ K+=t-ttvi)a={k
\h= t*u' Kr + \Kr vrlo" vr av

w.Xh r m5 tlh)
b. Does your answer to part a depend on whether the track is straight or not? Explain.
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4. Below are shown three frictionless tracks. A ball is released from rest at the position shown on the left.

To which point does the ball make it on the right before reversing direction and rolling back? Point B

is the same height as the starting position.

Makes it to B Makes itto B

Exercises $-7: Draw an energy bar chart to show the energy transformations for the situation described.

Ki + Ugi Kt + Ust

W.' : .m

5. A car runs out ofgas and coasts up a hill until finally
stopping.

6. A pendulum is held out at 45o and released from rest.

A short time later it swings through the lowest point
on its arc.

7. Aball starts from rest on the top of one hill, rolls without
friction through avalley, and just barely makes it to the
top ofan adjacent hill.

Ki + Up; Kt +. Unt

Ki + Urt &+U*r o
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8. A small cube of mass lr? slides back and forth in a frictionless, hemispherical \ nA I
f'jS$ bowl of radius R. Suppose the cube is released at angle 0.What is the cube's \{ I /1o'1 speed atthe bottom of the bowl?

a. Begin by drawing a before-and-after visual overview. Let the cube's
initial position and speed be n and vi. Use a similar

I g"jig !l l!' l-ll"lqositi ?l 111spe.!

B"fore Afler

'b'o U9

b.

c.

d.

At the initial position, are either K,or (Jgizero? If so, which? [i = O*
At the final position, are either Kl or Ugr zero? If so, which? *14+f =
Does thermal energy need to be considered in this situation? Why or why not?

No. Tho. bo,nrl i5 Si.ho,nlcls.

e. Write the conservation of energy equation in terms of position and speed variables, omitting any
terms that are zero.

ml'fi={*v}

f. You're given not the initial position but the initial angle. Do the geometry and trigonometry to find
y1 in terms of R and d.

,lt = R(t-cos e)

g. Use your result of part f in the energy conservation equation, and then finish solving the problem.

/Sn(l-cos e)= t /\t so leR il

o
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10.4 Restoring Forces and Hooke's Law

9. A spring is attached to the floor and pulled straight up by a string. The string's tension is measured,

The graph shows the tension in the string as a function of the spring's length Z.

1 Ooes 
1,tri1 

sqring obey Hooke'1 Law? Erylain why or why not.

\.s, *l^. p\o* i5 li',-r.
AT. k AL

b: If it 9:.r: ylul i1 
the snring col,stantJ

k= AI = lON _ t[=AL l0cnn - | <wr - roo *

10. Draw a figure analogous to Figure 10.15 in the textbook for a spring t
right end. Use the figure to show that F and As always have opposite

is attached to a wall on the

(F3r), --Q

(Frir>o

(F5r)raQ

*r,str.t h.J

s*'clchJ
As <0

.owpr,ss"J
As>O

r0{)

gns.

-s
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1 L A spring has an unstretched length of l0 cm. It exerts a restoring force F when stretched to a length of

11 cm.

a. For what length of the spring is its restoringforce3F?

Frp = -k Ax so for F + 3F, Ax ? 3Ax;3cm

l0c*t 3Ax= 13 cvn

b. At what compressed length is the restoringforce 2F2

Fa -lF Ax+ -l'Ax-'-),cv'n

lOc^-&cv'- 8"^

12. The left end of a spring is attached to a wall. When Bob pulls on the right end with a 200 N force, he

stretches the spring Uy ZO cm. The same spring is then used for a tug-of-war between Bob and Carlos'

Each pulls on his end of the spring with a 200 N force'

a. How far does Bob's end of the spring move? Explain'

l0cm

b. How far does Carlos's end of the spring move? Explain'

- locvn TL,. lofo,l slt ]d^ , r...lor o \00 N {r'65ion

bq, IOcvn.

Tho.^oh *hg suri\ a st"c{"hc"e

*o.ril by \0.*.' r. +up

op?osi.5 forca. Prcv\oustY
cxcopt +\^df ho w\ovqs o'lSo.

lO "* oriqino'ltv. its cr-**e'r

cqst, C^.los' o"o*l.'t tln'

groii drJ \ iP^t 
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10.5 Elastic Potential Energy

13. A heavy object is released from rest at position I above a spring. It falls
and contacts the spring at position 2. The spring achieves maximum
compression at position 3. Fill in the table below to indicate whether each

of the quantities are +, -, or 0 during the intervals 7---2,2-3, and 1'--3.

l--2 2--+3 l---'3

AK + o
LU"

AU' o + +

14. Rank in order, from most to least, the amount of elastic potential energy (U, )r to (U, )a stored in each

ofthese springs.

k,w'
Conrprcssed r/

order: t tlt\* t
Explanation:

o

E]

o

N
a

,W
Strctched r/ Stretchcd r/ Strctcltcd 2rl

tur)r> t\As\r= t\tr),

us =t r. tas\r *:x;:kY5Y"il;il": f:*"1
of'1.

I 5. A spring gun shoots out a plastic ball at speed v6. The spring is then compressed twice the distance it
was on the first shot.

a. By what factor is the spring's potential energy increased?

{ r (} a.)a = '{ tt k tas) al

-\u-/ lx

b. By what rurrJ,n. ball's launch speed increased? Explain.

tttrAs)l=*r(t"1a
+lx

Bo|f, +h s?cJ o,nd As orrL scluo'rd in {he-

cl^ar^5\ erpreSSlonS.
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Exercises 16-17: Draw an energy bar chart to show the

16. A bobsled sliding across frictionless,
horizontal ice runs into a giant spring. +

A short time later the spring reaches its
maximum compression.

17. A brick is held above a spring that is
standing on the ground. The brick is

released from rest, and a slrort time later
the spring reaches its maximum
compression.

[o.
10.6 Energy Diagrams

18. A particle with the potential energy shown in the graph
is moving to the right aL x: 0 m with total energy E.

a. At what value or values of x is the particle's speed a

maximum?

A+ 1,,, ."t (wr.

b. At what value or values of x is the particle's speed a
minimum?

A{ Snn.

energy transformati ons

K;+(lr;1tl.i

for the situation described.

-Kt*U"r*U,n. .n

Ilri +K,

n)

c. At what value or values of x is the potential energy a maximum?

A+ 5-.

d. Does this particle have a turning point in the range of r covered by the graph? If so, where?

Th" par*iJc .do," ^ol l,rcvc a, fu*,*j poin{
on fl^ls 5"p\.
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19. The figure shows a potential-energy curve. Suppose a

particle with total energy E1 is at position A and moving
to the right.

a. For each of the following regions of the x-axis, does

the parlicle speed up, slow down, maintain a steady

speed, or change direction?

A to B slows do*^
B to C spuJs lp
C to D Slo*s do*",

D to E sgerds lp
E to F slous do*rn

b. Where is the particle's turning point? F
c. For a particle tlrat has total energy E2,what are the possible motions and where do they occur along

the x-axis?

Tho, po*r.l. co.^td k wro.ilS L"fu** x=O o,..d lh.- go,'r* 
.

i,^Ji.o.ttJ \ *h* J,o,shJ h"-. h,{**n A ""J B. T}to- p^*rJ.
co.rlA b< oscitl*li^5 o.boct poi"r* C b"lw.r^ {{* ncnrest

d"shcA lincs.

d. What position or positions are points of stable equilibrium? For each, would a particle in
equilibrium atthat point have total energy < 82, between E2and \,or2 E1?

C o, l E qrc- goi.ts .{ s}o.bb squilibrtu\. 41 C r {he- 'h+^l

a-he-r5l co.^lJ br- . 
a El 

. 
o. b"t1..o^ F'-'J Ea' A+ Err+ht

*,ot".l Lr.o51 *.^st !e b"t'rscn E | ^"J E*'

Energy . cHAPTER l0 10-9

e. What position or positions are points of unstable equilibrium? For each, would a particle in
equilibrium althat point have totalenergy < E2,belween E2and E1,or> E1?

B .r..1 D arq .".s|*bl. ..1.'t\ibri,^*t pi".ls. the p^tcla
woull h^v. orn Cnor$rf b.l',nru,t E, t"'J Ea'
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20. Below are a set of axes on which you are going to draw a potential-energy curve. By doing experi-

ments, you find the following infonnation:

. A particle with energy E1 oscillates between positions D and E'

. A pafiicle with energy E2 oscillates between positions C and F'

. A particle with energy E3 oscillates between positions B and G'

. A particle with energy E4 enters from the right' bounces at A, then never returns'

Draw a potential-energy curve that is consistent with this information.

10.7 Elastic Gollisions

21. Ball1 with an initial speed of l4 m/s has a perfectly elastic collision with ball 2 tl-rat is initially at rest'

Afterward, the speed of ball2is 21mls'

a. what will be the speed of ball 2\f the initial speed of ball 1 is doubled?

(Vt,)r= 
ffi.[ri,*). 

-TLn-*fo"", l"tt,+, (vt*), *ill Jottlg (VsJe

(vr)r = ltrtSl =

speed of ball 2 if the mass of ball 1 is doubled?

prcviouS po.r* a. l\ t = fr#. 
(l't ?) m'^\hplv \ +

hr

r\t "fuil{?) ,olu" fo" fr
r/r I

ltu,I

h =;T'o*'(n,)r= r*(r'ti'1 = @

qlt

b. What will be the

Fro"', +.L
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